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Srn!ARY 

Experimental data are presented on the lift-dependent drag of uncambered 

slender wings at supersonic speeds. It is shown that the values of the overall 

lift-dependent drag factor K collapse into a single curve, for a wide range of 

planform shapes and slenderness parameters, if K is plotted against 

and the zimplications of this dependence of K on p are briefly discussed. 

Replaces B.A.E. Teohnical Note No Aero 2696 - A.R.C. 22,371. 
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1 INTRODUCTION -I_ 

An analysis has been made of recent experimental results on the lift- 
dependent drag of uncambered slender wings at supersonic speeds, including 
wings of ogee, delta, gothic and mild gothic planform nrith various aspect 
ratios and. covering a wide range of the slenderness parameters ps/&. It 
has been found' that these re ults, 
Collingbourne for delta wings 8 

together with those of Cane and 
, collapse into a fairly nell-defined single 

curve for all planforms if the overall lift-dependent &rag faotor K, given by 

. 

is plotted against 

which are of oourse equivalent, since 

s 2 
P =- =-.s 

2~4 A 8 (2) 

where S = planform area 

S = maxxun semispan 

4 = length 

A = aspectratio 

p = (M2 - I)& , 

Although applying only to unaambered wings (fen data are so far available on 
icings with representative oember design) this result is of interest in the 
light of the discussions which have been and are proceeding on the subject 
of the best choice of the planform shape parameter p for a supersonic transport 
aircraft. 

2 PRESENTATION OF DATA 

The values of K derived from the tests, at a lift coefficient of about 
0.1, are presented in Fig.1 together with a table showing the source of the 
data, the type of planform and the values of p, aspect ratio, s/8 and oentrc- 

. . lxne thickness:chord ratio for each ming. 
by filled-in symbols (triangles, 

In Fig.1 delta wines are represented 
squares, circles) and wings with curved 

leading edges and streamwise tips sre represented by unfilled. symbols and by 
crosses etc. Of the latter, the crosses eto. represent gothic-type wings ruth 
p > 0.5, and the other unfilled symbols denote ogee-type wings with p < 0.5. 
Also shown are the points from Fig.15 of Cane and Collingbourne's analysis of 
delta wings in Ref.6; of these the unticked symbols apply to round-nosed 
sections of thickness:chord ratio between 0.05 and 0.08, and the tickea symbols 
are for sharp-nosed sections and for thickness:chord ratios of about 0.03. 
Apart from the round-nosed deltas of Ref.6 dl the other riings of Fig.1 have 
sharp leading edges. 

-L_- ------ -- 
i: The oolleation and analysis of the results in Fig.1, and the choice of 

L& 
2P 4 

as the collapsing parameter, are due to Dr. J. Weber, R.A.E. 
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3 l@mLTs 

It can be seen from Fig-i that the Kings with stresmwi se tips in p&i- 
oular define a mean curve of K against, ps/2pe or PA/I+ with remarkably small 
scatter for as/2p& > 0.3. At lower values of ps/2#, i.e. in the trenscnic 
speed rsnge except for very slender planforms, the curve is less well adined. 
At these speeds, hcwevsr, it would not be eqected that the results would 
collapse In terms of this parameter alone. 

Utier cruisi3g conditions the value of ps/2p4 is unlikely to lie outside 
the rsnge O-3-0.8, ard Fig.1 shcws that over this range of what might be 
termed the "mcdified slenderness parameter", the value of K for uncambered 
wings is given very closely by 

K zi 0.75 + 2.55 . (3) 

The average value of R for delta wings appears to be somewhat higher than 
this, the vrings with streamwlse tips lying generally at the lower edge of 
the cversll scatter baod. 

4 DISCUSSION 

As Micated in LEXg.1, the parameter es/2pe for wings with curved 
lesding edges is the same 8s the parameter pA/4, which for delta wings is 

L 

equ&L to p cot A as used by Cane and Collingbcurne in their analysis of 
delta wings. For wings cf similar shape, e.g. in particular for delta dngs, . 
this form of the collapsing parameter is suggested by the supersonic simi- 
lszity laws. For wings of dissimilar shapes, however, e.g. gothic vs. cgee, 
there is no a prbri justification for such a ocmmcn parameter. The fact 
that one exists indicates that, at any rate on uncsmbered wings, changes in 
loading are taking place which tend to reduce the otherwise favourable effects 
of reducing the value of p. This is best seen by reference to the usual 
equation for lift-dependent drag coefficient in terms of vortex and wave drag 
oontributions:- 

In (I&) $ is the vortex drag factor depending on the spanwise distribution of 
chord lcsd at the trailing edge, and s is the lift-dependent wave drag 

ndFng on the chcrdwise distribution of cross load. Compared with 

2 
KS%+29 i$ . 0 

On @s/.8 and would be independent of hanges in p. Decrease of p would then 
In the absence of changes in $ and $ the value of K would. depend only 

lead to a prcpcrticmate decrease of lSt-c%ependent drag coefficient at a 
given value ~8 CL. Hmever, Fig.1 shcws that in practice on uncsmbered wings, 
K increases as p decreases (as represented by equation (3), for instanae), 
showing that on these.w+gs either I\ cr I$ or both increase with decrease of 
p. Quaktatioely, i3n.s 1s what wcul be expected in the absence of special 
measures such as camber and twist to prevent it. It is known, for instance, 
that the high-p gothic planfcrm is very nearly that to give, in R.T. Jones' 
theory, elJipi5.c ohcrd and span loadings and achieves low values of K fairly 
readily. As the planform is progressively "pinohed in" to give first the 
p = 0.5 delta and then cgees, it c&ll be expected that on uncambered wings 
both oh& and span loadings will depart further and further from the 
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elliptic, with insufYicient load carried rear the apex and near the tip. 
he object of the test series planned for cambered tigs8 is to find ways of 
mitigating these adverse loading changes on low-p planforms. The design 
calculations have already shown that the lower the value of p, the more 
diffioult. it is to achieve a low theoretical value of 

77 
in particular; 

there is obviously a limit to the amount of load that t e narrow front part 
of sn ogee canbe expected to carry. The design problem is complicated by 
low-speed requirements, since the lending-edge attachment condition h&l to 
inoreasing spanwise droop as the load near the front is increased in the 
design condition. This oould lead to unfavourable development of the upper 
surfaoe separated vortex flow at take-off and lading 5noidences, with 
splitting of the vortex sheet, Loss of non-linear lift and possibly stability 
and control problems. It is therefore possible that, even with the best 
possible use of oamber, something of the trend noted here for plane wings 
will persist for cambered wings at low values of p; the forthcoming wind- 
tunnel programme8 should show how important this trend is. 

lCbd.ly, an example will be given of the effect of the trend shown in 
Fig.4 for uncsmbered wings. Consider an aircraft having 

p = 0.5 

S/d = 0.21 
M = 2.6 

Equation (3) gives for these conditions: 

K = 0.75 + q.28 = 2.03 

so that 

GDi x 2.03 = 0.77 c:, . 

If now p is reduo%d to 0.4 at constant M sn3 s/8, we have 

,& . 9 = 0.630 

and K = 0.75 + 1.60 = 2.35 

a reduction of 7% oompared with the original value. If K hsd remained 
constant, CD would have decreased in proportion to p, giv-ing a reduoticn 

i 
of.2016 oompsred with the original value. Thus, because of the variation of 
K with p found here for plane wings, the reduction in lif't-dependent drag 
due to reduaing p from 0.5 to 0.4 is only 37%; of what it would have been if 
K had remained constant. The point should perhaps be made, however, that 
this smaller figure is still of course an improvement over the original; 
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the stage has net been reached where decrease of p has an adverse effect on 
lift-dependent drag even for unoambered wings. It is also worth noting that 
quite apart from the effects on lift-dependent drag there are other factors, 
possibly more important, tending to favour lower values of p for supersonio 
transports. These are:- 

(i) the reduction in wing srea snd hence structure Weight due to 
=aucina; p at constant ~$8, 

(ii) a potential reduction in zero-lift wave drag, which would decrease 
as p* if the volume coefficient v* and the zero-lift wave drag factor both 
remained unaltered (which in general they would not), and 

(iii) the easing of balance problems, 
rate, as p is reduced. 

for passenger transports at any 

The increase of K with decrease of p found here on uncambered wings is there- 
fore not likely to lead to much greater values of p in practice, psrticulsrly 
in view of the hoped-for lessening of this tendency when full use is made of 
camber. The chief conclusion to be drawn is that as p is reduced,more and 
more attention will have to be paid to camber design in order to avoid 
diminishing returns due to accompanying increases of K. 
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